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stream stream issued and came forth from before Him: thousand thousandss

ministered unto Him, "and so it goes on till k verse 13 where it says, "I saw

in the night visions, and , behold , one like t e Son of man came with the

clouds of heaven , and came to the Ancient of days, and they brought him

near before Him. And there was given him dominion, and glory, and a kingdom,

that all people, nations, and languages, should serve Him." Well, we

haven't time to look into the details of this seventh chapter, but we notice

how it takes what is given in the 2nd chapter and enlarges it a bit. The

progressive revelation doesn't mean that God gives us anything that is

wrong but He mazy give us thin that we don't fully understand , there's
in a

further teaching suggested in it and later he develops it,/'at4- later picture,

and here we have a picture in which we see the four parts with more detail

about it . We learn about the second one being lifted up and 4e lifted up
third

on one side, we learn about the/fett one havaing four heads, and we i

learn about the fourth one how at the end of the period covered , when it

becomes ten kingdoms, how out of one of these kingdoms is going to zxK come

one we- that destroys theses othere and eventually tries to take over the whole

thing. That is doubtless still future, but i-s- the second chapter tells k us

how the stone hid on the feet and how the kingdom of God was established

in the world . Well, this gets a little more detailed. It tells about Christ

coming ac back to this earth. W One ie like the ox Son of Man came with

the clouds of heavens and how they brought him near and gave Him this throne.

The establisheanent of Christ's kingdom of righteousness upon this earth which

is still future. So you notice how k you have a little more detail here than
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